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Abstract— Software organizations that develop their
software products using the agile software processes such as
Extreme Programming (XP) face a number of challenges in
their effort to demonstrate that their process activities
conform to ISO 9001 requirements, a major one being
product traceability: software organizations must provide
evidence of ISO 9001 conformity, and they need to develop
their own procedures, tools, and methodologies to do so.
This paper proposes an auditing model for ISO 9001
traceability requirements that is applicable in agile (XP)
environments. The design of our model is based on
evaluation theory, and includes the use of several auditing
“yardsticks” derived from the principles of engineering
design, the SWEBOK Guide, and the CMMI-DEV
guidelines for requirement management and traceability for
each yardstick. Finally, five approaches for agile-XP
traceability approaches are audited based on the proposed
audit model.
Index Terms— Agile Software Certification, Extreme
Programming, Software Process Improvement, ISO 9001

I. INTRODUCTION
The origins of ISO 9001 can be traced back to the
manufacturing sector; however this quality standard is
now being applied to many other types of organizations,
even health care. At the same time, the development of
software has become an important endeavor in ISO
member countries, and so the ISO has developed and
released a set of software engineering guidelines to serve
as a roadmap to enable software development
organizations to become ISO 9001certified. These
guidelines are contained in the ISO 90003 publication,
and those organizations that need to be ISO 9001 certified
can use it when audited to show evidence that they have
implemented the ISO 9001 requirements. The ISO 9001
certification requirements are not technology related but
are business requirements: there is ample evidence that
many small organizations have achieved ISO 9001
certification and reap business benefits from such
certification [1-3].
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This paper addresses this specific business issue of
requirements for ISO 9001 in contexts where the software
teams develop software products in an agile mode: more
specifically, this paper looks at what agile teams must put
in place to meet this business need.
The literature reports as well that some authors have
initiated research work to address this business need. For
instance, Vitoria in [4] has studied the ISO 9001 and
TickIT standard and analyzed how it has been used in
two case studies with agile projects. Vitoria reports for
these two projects that 33% of ISO 9001 requirements
could not be applied in an agile-XP project, 24% could be
partially applied, 20% could be applied in full, while 23%
were not relevant to the scope of the projects.
Vriens [5] has discussed CMM, ISO 9001 and their
relationships to agile-XP and Scrum: he observes that
most of the ISO 9001 requirements are independent of
development methods used. This author reports on his
experience of getting certified for both CMM Level 2 and
ISO 9001:2000 on a time scale of 2 years by using agile
methodologies.
Wright [6] describes a successful certification evidence
for an agile-XP organization. This author describes how
the organization managed the large team through the
practice of agile-XP and highlights the tools used to
support the project team to handle the ISO 9001
requirements: this author’s focus is only on some selected
ISO 9001 requirements and he highlights their
corresponding XP support activities.
Extreme programming (agile-XP) has been selected in
the research reported here for improvement as a candidate
agile process. This selection was based on the literature
indicating a higher adoption of agile-XP over other agile
software processes. The higher adoption of agile-XP over
other agile software processes can be supported by the
literature with different case studies from both academia
and industry, such as [7, 8].
The traceability of the user requirements during the
development process is among the important auditing
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challenges reported in the agile literature [9-11]. Software
traceability is defined in ISO 12207:2008 as “the degree
to which a relationship can be established between two or
more products of the development process, especially
products having a predecessor-successor or mastersubordinate relationship to one another.” Ramesh in [12]
defines requirement traceability as “a characteristic of a
system in which the requirements are clearly linked to
their sources and to the artifacts created during the system
development life cycle based on these requirements.” In
agile development, verifying that the requirements have
been implemented, designed, and tested in the final
product depends mainly on lightweight artifacts, such as
test cases and user accepted tests, without documented
evidence on how these requirements have been traced
through the project life cycle. This creates challenges for
software auditors, in terms of ensuring that the processes
are in conformity with a specific standard, such as ISO
9001. For example, according to [13] a manager cannot
track progress in agile projects in the same way as in
plan-driven projects, where a manager simply asks
whether or not the necessary documents have been
produced.
Software development-related documents constitute
valuable audit evidence for Information Systems (IS)
auditors. However, this is not the only type of evidence
that can be obtained by the auditors: the IT Standards,
Guidelines, and Tools, and the Techniques for Audit and
Assurance and Control Professionals [14] point out that
other audit evidence types are also important, such as
observed processes and the existence of physical items,
activity and control logs, and system flowcharts. In
addition, analysis of the information through comparisons,
simulations, calculations, and reasoning can also be used
as audit evidence.
Developers in agile environment can adopt agile
modeling (AM) for the modeling and documentation for
the software development processes: agile modeling (AM)
is a collection of practices, guided by values and
principles for application in a day to day basis. AM
include practices such as: active stakeholder participation,
group work to create suitable models, verification,
iterative modeling, parallel model creation, application of
standards and documentation improvement. Agile
modeling has some common values with existing agile
processes, such as XP and SCRUM, like communication
with team members, simplicity, and feedback. Agile
modeling puts an emphasis on humility, briefly defined as
the openness for different ideas and perspectives. Ambler
in [15] mentions that " What makes AM a catalyst for
improvement
aren’t
the
modeling
techniques
themselves—such as use case models, class models, data
models, or user interface models—but how to apply
them". However, agile modeling does not come with
detailed procedures on how to create a software
documentation process; rather, agile modeling is closer to
an overall high level understanding of the whole system.
This will of course provides the software development
team with facilities to create modeling artifacts to their
agile process but will provide less evidences for IS
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auditors to identify the auditing evidences necessary to
assess the conformity of the agile process to a specific
standard such as ISO 9001.
An analysis of several auditing standard and guideline
documents, such as ISACA and the International
Standard of Auditing [16] reveals that the term evaluation
has been considered as an integral part of the auditing
process. Although no clear definition of the term has been
found in either document, it has been noted that both refer
to static or dynamic analysis, review, and/or observation
of the organization’s business processes, internal control
methods, and software processes as evaluation activities.
According to [17], other synonyms for can be found in
the literature, such as analysis, appraisal, audit, review,
and examination (because evaluation is an activity that
causes anxiety in most people). This indicates that
evaluation and audit are closely related terms: the
connection between the evaluation theory and the
objectives of the paper will be discussed in the
methodology section.
This paper proposes a design of an auditing model for
agile software processes (e.g. XP) based on evaluation
theory, which can provide IS auditors with a
methodological approach to the auditing process. The
motivation for this work is to help auditors obtain
evidence in conformity with ISO 9001. The proposed
model is aimed at providing evidence of process
traceability based on the observation of techniques and
mechanisms intended to implement the traceability
requirements. Our model is designed from an engineering
perspective: it is based on evaluation theory and on the
investigation of the principles of engineering design [1820]. Several best practice software engineering models
such as CMMI-DEV and SWEBOK will be used to
design the traceability auditing yardsticks.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
an overview of auditing practices in software
organizations. Section 3 presents an analysis of
traceability requirements in ISO 9001 and their potential
advantages in software organizations. Section 4 presents
the methodology and reviews the evaluation theory.
Section 5 presents the formulation of the auditing criteria
and the yardsticks. Section 6 presents a case study for
each of five agile-XP traceability approaches, and
discusses the auditing evidence collected for software
process traceability. Finally, section 7 presents the
conclusion of the paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF AUDITING PRACTICES
Auditing is a systematic and independent examination
for determining whether or not an organization’s
activities (i.e. business processes) are in conformity with
the requirements of a specific standard or set of rules, and
whether or not those activities have been effectively
implemented and are suitable for achieving their
predefined objectives [21]. The activities may be carried
out at various levels, such as: organization, system,
process, project, or product. This paper focuses on ISO
9001 auditing activities conducted at the software process
level.
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The abovve generic deefinition of auditing
a
emboodies
several impoortant points:
• It is a sysstematic exam
mination, whicch means thatt it is
carried oout in a metthodical man
nner. It is allso a
planned activity perrformed systtemically on the
organizattion’s activitiees.
• It is an iindependent process,
p
in that auditors coollect
and evaluuate evidence, and the resu
ults, based on their
findings, are unaffeected by the client or the
organizattion. The rolee of an audittor in this caase is
similar too that of a juddge who collects and evaluuates
evidence based on the law.
• It is coonducted to evaluate wh
hether or noot an
organizattion’s internal controls are performing
p
ass they
are suppoosed to. The primary
p
objecttive of the audditing
process iis to establishh whether or not these intternal
controls hhave been impplemented effe
fectively.
• Auditors examine, annalyze, and judge the intternal
w
or no
ot they are suiitable
controls tto determine whether
for achievving their preddefined objecttives.
Auditors begin by exxtracting from
m ISO 90011 the
specific infoormation that will be consiidered later aas the
basis for thee auditing process. This basis corresponnds to
the set of reccognized bestt practices thaat the organizzation
should impleement in ordder to comply
y with ISO 9001
requirementss. The evideence is a set
s of facts that
objectively cconfirms how those best prractices have been
implementedd and to what extent they have
h
achieved their
objective. Thhe results of comparing
c
thee audit basis tto the
evidence aree called obsservations. Th
hose observaations
should be subbjected to sevveral analysis cycles beforee they
are summarizzed into what are called fin
ndings – see Fiigure
1.

Figure 1: Generric auditing model [12].
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d a finding iss
The difference beetween an obbservation and
that an observation consists of raw dataa which needd
mination and analysis beffore they aree
exhaaustive exam
usefful to stak
keholders, ggovernments, or seniorr
man
nagement. A finding is thhe result of investigatingg
obseervations: it is the mo
most importan
nt piece off
information, and
d constitutes the final result
r
of thee
on is preparedd
audiiting process. Finally, an auudit conclusio
and reported to all interested paarties.
The
T term auditt came into geeneral use afteer World Warr
II, when
w
the milittary issued a sstandard and specificationss
for developing
d
co
omplex produucts and systems. The term
m
audiiting was intrroduced to reefer to a set of inspectionn
activ
vities conducted in large maanufacturing companies
c
(inn
the electronics in
ndustry, for eexample) and
d in high riskk
nufacturing sectors
s
(in the nuclear,, food, andd
man
pharrmaceutical in
ndustries, for eexample) [22].
In
n 1970, the Un
nited States G
Government Accountability
A
y
Offiice (GAO) ind
dicated that au
auditing in fed
deral agenciess
need
ded to be cond
ducted in a moore comprehen
nsive manner..
Morreover, the GAO
G
was advvocating entirrely differentt
audiiting
practiices,
addreessing
comp
panies
andd
orgaanizations fro
om various pperspectives. For
F example,,
acco
ording to the GAO, auditinng practices should
s
not bee
limited to the review or eexamination of financiall
ould includee
stateements by accountants,, and sho
inveestigation of:
• The organizaation’s level of compliancce with lawss
and regulations;
• The efficienccy of all the aactivities cond
ducted withinn
the organization;
• The effectiveeness of the aactivities in acchieving theirr
objectives.
In
n 1980, speciaal standards aand new laws were createdd
to ensure more frequent
fr
and bbetter auditing
g practices too
coveer all organizaational sectorss and their related activitiess.
Lateer, in 1990, the amountt of federal governmentt
audiiting increased, and new llaws and regu
ulations weree
man
ndated to fo
ocus on addditional issuees, includingg
perfformance, management,
m
compliancee, and thee
effecctiveness of the
t auditing aactivities them
mselves. As a
resu
ult, federal gov
vernment auddit practices haave become a
key element in meeting
m
the govvernment’s reesponsibilitiess
d
of connfidence that is understoodd
and providing a degree
by all
a parties.
Recently,
R
auditors have beggun to scrutinize businesss
proccess controls to determine the level of adherence off
orgaanizations to industrial staandards and federal laws..
The premise is th
hat, although a financial statement auditt
mportant, it provides
p
incoomplete inform
mation, sincee
is im
softw
ware systems can also affect the organization’s
o
s
busiiness processses. IT auditting should therefore bee
initiated that cov
vers all aspeccts of IT pracctices, with a
w to examining the orgaanization in terms of itss
view
adheerence to indu
ustrial standardds and federall laws [23].
IT
T auditing sh
hould not bee confused with
w
financiall
audiiting, even tho
ough there maay be some overlaps in thee
work
k of the two groups
g
of audditors. IT audiiting providess
an examination
e
of
o computerss, databases, and softwaree
systeems. It is a professional
p
ddiscipline invo
olving severall
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different techniques for independently reviewing IT
processes (e.g. software processes), as well as IT
applications (e.g. financial records databases).
III. ANALYSIS OF TRACEABILITY REQUIREMENTS IN ISO
9001
ISO 9001 is a quality management standard that
identifies a set of requirements designed to ensure
consistency and proficiency in terms of the activities,
techniques, and methods used in the organization. As a
result, it provides a set of requirements for the process of
gathering customer needs and for creating a product that
achieves customer satisfaction.
In non software organizations, such as pressure vessel
manufacturers, for example, it is common for a particular
material to be monitored throughout all the
manufacturing stages, and for the changes it undergoes to
be recorded. In this way, the final component can be
traced back to the original material. For ISO 9001, the
material must be uniquely identified and the changes
recorded to show evidence of traceability1.
For software systems, traceability of the software
process is a major requirement that has been described in
ISO 9001 and in ISO 90003 in clause 7.5. Even though
ISO 90003 does not elaborate on the techniques for
achieving the traceability of a software process, nor does
it recommend a specific method for doing so, the ISO
90003 guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 for
software state that traceability is usually implemented
through configuration management: “Throughout the
product life cycle, there should be a process to trace the
components of a software item or product, and this
process may vary in scope, according to contract or
marketplace requirements, from being able to place a
certain change request in a specific release, to recording
the destination and usage of each variant of the product.”
The reasons for implementing traceability analysis are
not discussed in either ISO 9001 or in the guidelines
document. However, we know that the advantages of
doing so for a quality management system are the
following:
A. Support for Change Management
Software projects are subject to dynamic changes at
the technical level, such as changing software project
requirements or replacing development tools, or at the
managerial level, such as changing the development
schedule or making changes because of budget
constraints. According to [15], for larger and more
complex software projects, change management practices
are challenging without a traceability mechanism in place,
because, at some point, the increasing number of people
involved in the project and its growing size will
significantly aggravate the communication difficulties
between project management and developers.
The process of change management should be
formalized, so that every change request follows a
sequence of activities, starting with the initiation of a
request for a change (assignment of a number to the
change process and acceptance of the change by the team
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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manager) and ending with the implementation and testing
of the change request. Kowalczykiewicz in [24]
maintains that the change management process should be
supported with tracking techniques, so that every change
request can be tracked throughout the project life cycle.
From a development team point of view, the traceability
mechanism will allow the team to keep the development
baseline updated., because every requested change will be
handled individually, and all the related artifacts that have
been affected by the change request will be updated at the
same time; for example, for instance, when a change has
been made to improve a module N, then developers
should ensure that all the related artifacts that have a
relationship with module N are modified if appropriate,
including a modification to the associated test cases and
to the requirements related to module N.
From the ISO 9001 point view, support of traceability
at the project level implies support of software
maintainability, because project and maintenance teams
will easily understand the relationships and dependencies
between the project components and artifacts, and they
will have the opportunity to more effectively modify the
software system based on updated customer requirements.
B. Cost Management
Software traceability techniques can support the
software development team in their efforts for change
impact analysis [25]. In this context the developers need
first to analyze and translate the change request into
software terms and then to identify the potential links
between requirements, specifications, design elements,
and tests. These links can be analyzed to determine the
scope of an initiating change. The objectives of change
impact analysis are [19]:
• Determination of the scope of the change, in
order to plan and implement work.
• Development of accurate estimates of the
resources needed to perform the work.
• Analysis of the costs/benefits of the requested
change.
• Communication to others of the complexity of
the change.
A quality management system requires project
managers to perform an impact analysis when a change is
requested by the customer. The impact analysis statement
will help the development team estimate the budget
needed to implement the change request before beginning
the change process. The statement will be analyzed by
both the project manager and the customer. According to
[19], the software change request is impacted by many
factors, such as:
• Application type;
• Novelty of the software;
• Software maintenance staff availability;
• life span of the software;
• Hardware characteristics;
• Quality of the software design, construction, the
documentation, and testing.
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The SWEBOK Guide [19] also point out that the
software development team should have knowledge of
the structure and content of the software system before
they begin implementing the requested change. They gain
this knowledge by identifying all the systems and
software products affected by a software change request,
and estimating the resources needed to accomplish the
change. This initial knowledge will be enhanced by the
availability of traceability mechanisms that will enable
developers and software managers to better estimate the
cost of changing the content of the system. It will also
make it easier to determine the risk associated with
implementing the change.
E. Process Improvements
Organizations are complex systems with processes that
run concurrently and interact. Improving those processes
requires discipline on the part of organizations and a
defined reference model to systematically consider their
process and project management strategies, as shown in
Table I.
The focus of ISO 9001:2008 is on process quality
improvement, and a set of requirements and guidelines
(in ISO 90003) is defined to help organizations set up
their improvement program goals in alignment with their
business objectives. Table 1 set out the improvement
areas in ISO 9001 at both the process and project levels,
and their corresponding CMMI key process areas (KPAs).
TABLE I:
ISO 9001 OBLIGATIONS AND CMMI KPAS CORRESPONDING TO
PROCESS AND PROJECT IMPROVEMENT AREAS

ISO 9001 and ISO 90003 obligations at the process and
project levels
•
•

Organizational process planning
Defined team responsibilities, authority, and
communication procedures
•
Project resource management
•
Product realization planning
•
Production and service provision
•
Process control and monitoring
•
Project measurement and data analysis for
improvement purposes
CMMI Process
CMMI Project management
management KPAs
KPAs
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational
Process Focus
Organizational
Process
Definition
Organizational
Training
Organizational
Process
Performance
Organizational
Innovation and
Deployment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Planning
Project Monitoring
and Control
Supplier Agreement
Management
Integrated
Project
Management
Risk Management
Integrated Teaming
Integrated Supplier
Management
Quantitative Project
Management

In terms of the relationships between software process
improvement and traceability techniques, the SWEBOK
Guide [19] points out that the tools and techniques
intended to manage the tracking of software
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documentation and that of software releases can also
contribute to improving software process. Briefly stated,
traceability for process improvement can:
• Positively impact the communication procedures
shared by the process improvement team members,
and improve the availability of the software
project status throughout all the development
phases.
• Facilitate tracking of the sources and causes of
defects arising during the software process life
cycle, and help address them in a timely manner.
• Help to quickly determine the requirements
affected by potential changes to the source code
and to any associated test cases.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our design for an audit
model for software process traceability, focusing on ISO
9001 and the agile software processes. The methodology
for this design is based on the work of [26]: An
Evaluation Theory Perspective of the Architecture
Tradeoff Analysis Method – ATAM. The use of
evaluation theory in the domain of software engineering
has been investigated by [27] and [28], with a view to
helping software engineering researchers develop their
evaluation criteria, procedures, and conclusions. We have
used those concepts in this paper for developing our
auditing model for ISO 9001 traceability requirements.
A. Evaluation Fundamentals
To design an evaluation procedure, the researcher
should consider the components proposed in [26] and
presented in Figure 2. We use these components to design
an audit model to evaluate ISO 9001 traceability and to
select a case study that demonstrates the applicability of
our audit model – see Figure 2.
The components of an evaluation procedure are
highly interrelated with the target, and the delimitation of
the target is the first evaluation component that could
impact the selection of the evaluation method. López in
[16] has classified the evaluation methods into objectiveoriented evaluation, management-oriented evaluation,
consumer-oriented
evaluation,
expertise-oriented
evaluation,
adversary-oriented
evaluation,
and
participant-oriented evaluation.
The design of our audit model considers the steps of
an evaluation procedure as described by [26]:
• Target: the object under evaluation;
• Criteria: the characteristics of the target that are
to be evaluated;
• Yardstick: the ideal target against which the real
target is to be compared;
• Data gathering techniques: the techniques
needed to assess each criterion under analysis;
• Synthesis techniques: the techniques used to
organize and synthesize the information
obtained with the assessment techniques, the
results of which are compared to the yardstick.
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O
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p
[16]

B. Design
D
of the Audit
A
Criteria and Yardstickks
As
A stated by [2
26], criteria ccan be elicited
d either usingg
an obligatory
o
stan
ndard that impplicitly contain
ns the criteriaa
to bee applied in th
he evaluation,, or, if no such
h standard hass
been
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w
here, thee
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The
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m
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CMM
MI and the en
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p
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Evaluation pprocess: A seeries of activiities and taskks by
means of whhich an evaluattion is perform
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For our purpposes, the design of an au
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ment-oriented evaluation and
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n decision maaking
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poses [26,28]]. All
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c
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l
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Figure 3 pressents the mainn process for designing an audit
model for IS
S0 9001 traceeability requiirements baseed on
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V.. DESIGN OF THE AUDITING MODEL
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For agile software processes (e.g. agile--XP),
implementingg a traceabiliity technique can help softtware
developers aand project maanagers in traccking the statu
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the software project and responding
r
effficiently to chhange
requests. Thhe objective of this paperr is to desiggn an
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Fiigure 4: The struccture of the propo
osed auditing mod
del.
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9 Engineering criteria
The list of the audit criteria presented next is based on
the concepts of theoretical tools and the operational
principles of engineering in [18,20,28].
• Design of the traceability method for agile
The main objective of an agile software traceability
method is to provide the software developers and project
managers with a tool that supports their development
tasks. Vincenti’s classifications of theoretical engineering
tools have enabled us to see what kinds of engineering
tools have been used in the design of traceability methods.
In [18], these tools are used by engineers to help them
with the design process. They include intellectual
concepts for thinking about designs, as well as
mathematical methods, theories, and formulas, which can
be simple or complex, for performing design calculations.
The following are the audit yardsticks for these criteria:
Yardstick #1
Intellectual concepts, which represent the design ideas
people have in mind, are expressed in natural language.
These concepts are subject to the qualitative reasoning of
engineers, before quantitative analysis and design
calculations are performed.
Yardstick #2
Mathematical models, which are useful for
quantitative analysis and design, can be either simple or
complex. This scientific knowledge must be reformulated
to make it applicable to providing engineering knowledge
about the design.
• Coverage of the traceability method
The set of operational principles underlying an
engineering design is classified as a fundamental design
concept in [18]. These principles define the essential
fundamental concept of a device (in this context, a
traceability method) and provide a high-level description
of the design objectives, either of the whole design or of
each design component. Thus, designers provide either a
complete engineering design for the problem in the
domain, or a design component that partially addresses
the problem in the domain based on the objectives of the
operational principles.
The following are the audit yardsticks for this
criterion:
Yardstick #3
Full operational principles: The engineering design of
a traceability method considers different life cycle
iterations, such as requirement specifications, architecture,
detailed design, source code, and testing phases.
Yardstick #4:
Partial operational principles: The engineering design
of the traceability method focuses on the relationships
between entities developed in the same iteration of the
process life cycle; for example, the artifacts produced
during the requirements elicitation process (e.g. the user
stories in agile-XP).

9

Management Criteria
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In both CMMI and the SWEBOK Guide, traceability
management activities are described as a part of the
configuration management process area. The SWEBOK
Guide describes configuration management as a software
engineering knowledge area focused on systematically
controlling changes to the configuration, and on
maintaining the integrity and traceability of the
configuration throughout the system life cycle. The
viewpoint of a configuration management system in the
SWEBOK Guide is not limited to a software product, but
rather covers the functional and/or physical
characteristics of hardware, firmware, or software.
CMMI describes configuration management as a
supporting process at maturity level 2, which focuses on
identification, control, status reporting, and auditing for
the traceability items. These items are intended to
describe any artifact produced during the software life
cycle, such as requirements specifications, architectural
design, source code, test cases, and so on.
The audit criteria presented below are based on the
concepts of configuration management described in the
SWEBOK Guide and CMMI.
• Identification of the traceability method
In the SWEBOK Guide, identification of a software
traceability item is considered a fundamental step in the
construction of a software system that can be controlled
and traced during the software process life cycle. At the
same time, both the SWEBOK Guide and CMMI stress
the importance of assigning unique identifiers to
traceability items and developing a strategy for labeling
software items and describing their relationships.
The following are the audit yardsticks for this criterion:
Yardstick #5:
Traceability item identification: The traceability
method should consider the related traceability
identification activities, which include mechanisms for
identifying and labeling the traceability items and/or
establishing identification schemes that automatically
assign unique identifiers to each traceability item.
Yardstick #6:
Traceability item relationships: The proposed
schemas for the identification of the relationships and
dependencies between the traceability items are
considered within a specific development phase or within
the entire software life cycle.
Yardstick #7:
Traceability role identification: The traceability
method assigns privileges to the software project
stakeholders to access or modify the software items in the
project baseline or to monitor the status of the software
project according to their role in the project. The aim is to
comply with the best practices for building a traceability
management system in CMMI, and identifying the owner
responsible for each traceability item is one of those
practices.
•
Monitoring of the traceability method
Status monitoring and updating of the software
project is a requirement for designing a software life
cycle traceability mechanism. As discussed in section 3,
it helps software developers and project managers
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determine thee status of thee software pro
oject and gaugge the
impact of chhanges to the cost, resourcees, and duratioon of
the project.
wing are the audit
a
yardstick
ks for this critterion:
The follow
Yardstick #88:
Traceabiliity documentaation: The info
ormation prodduced
c
to suppo
ort the traceabbility
during the sooftware life cycle
method is reeported. The documentatio
on in this caase is
different from
m that producced during thee software proocess
life cycle, suuch as softwaree requirementts or test casess.
quired
The traceaability methhod producees the requ
documentatioon, which coovers the en
ntire softwaree life
cycle and pprovides projject stakehollders with uuseful
information rregarding projject status. Th
his informationn can
take the forrm of ad hooc queries to
o answer speecific
questions, orr the periodicc production of design repports.
Examples off such documeentation are traaceability logss, the
he relationshiip of
history of ttraceability ittems, and th
traceability ittems, and so on.
o
Yardstick #99:
Documenttation accesss: Traceabilitty documenttation
and items shhould be storeed in repositorries in such a way
that softwaree stakeholderss are able to access
a
and rettrieve
them at anyy stage of the
t
developm
ment process. The
storage and retrieval mechanisms are evaluated,
e
andd the
right of acceess that has beeen granted baased on the roole of
the traceabiliity stakeholdeers to assess th
hem is monitorred.

articles,
a
only their
t
most reccently published article wass
selected.
s
posed by Kennt Beck in 19
999, and veryy
XP was prop
few papers discusss agile softw
ware process traceability
t
orr
t papers wee
XP traceability prrior to 2003. As a result, the
ntify were published betweeen 2003 and 2011.
iden
TABLE
E II
SEL
LECTED CASE STU
UDIES FOR THE AG
GILE (XP) TRACE
EABILITY AUDIT

VI. CASE STUDY
A. Context annd Scope
To studyy the applicaability of thee auditing m
model
proposed, we have selectted five case studies whichh are
with the scoppe defined in
n section 5.1. The
compatible w
selection of these case stuudies is based
d on the folloowing
steps and critteria – see Tabble II:
• A searchh was condducted of IE
EEE Xplore and
ScienceD
Direct-Elsevierr for any paaper proposinng a
methodollogy, techniquue, or framework to enhancce the
traceabiliity of an agile software proccess.
• The folloowing terms were used in browsingg the
content oof IEEE Xplorre, ScienceDirect-Elsevier:
9
9
9
9
•

•
•

Agiile AND traceability
XP AND traceability
Agiile AND confiiguration management
XP AND configuuration management

A title annd abstract annalysis was peerformed to sselect
the paperrs that discuss XP traceabiliity. Note that ssome
authors ddiscuss the prinnciples of XP
P, but refer to them
as agile pprinciples (i.e. they do not specify which agile
process tthey are impproving, and selected XP as a
candidatee process withhout referring to
t it by name)).
All the paapers that disccuss agile tracceability in geeneral,
without proposing a methodolog
gy, techniquee, or
y, were discarrded.
frameworrk for managinng traceability
As som
me authors discuss the same propposed
traceabiliity approach inn a number off different reseearch
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B. Discussion
D
of the
t Evidence G
Gathered
The
T internatio
onal standardd of auditing [16] definess
audiit evidence as "all the inforrmation used by
b the auditorr
in arriving at con
nclusions on w
which the audit opinion iss
baseed." The aud
dit evidence iss described by
b the ISA ass
"pro
oofs, facts and
a
informatition about something
s
too
conv
vince the audiitors that som
mething is true, fair or false..
It giives auditors reasonable aassurance and
d not absolutee
assu
urance about something."
s
T
This standard was designedd
for auditing
a
finan
ncial systems and financiall records, andd
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examples off auditing evvidence are counting reccords,
internal annd external documents,, and phyysical
observations.
mation system
ms, auditors usually lookk for
For inform
evidence of tthe existence of
o internal con
ntrols. The CO
OBIT
(Control O
Objectives foor Informatiion and reelated
Technology) [19] defines internal IT controls as speecific
p
or sysstems designeed to
activities perrformed by persons
ensure that bbusiness objecctives are met. As indicateed by
COBIT, inteernal IT conntrols can bee implementeed at
different levvels (organizaation, process, and producct) to
support busiiness objectivves, such ass process acttivity
integrity, reliiability, and coompliance.
In our papper here, we look at the seet of mechaniisms,
techniques, aapproaches, annd documentaation implemeented
to support thhe traceabilityy method pertaining to intternal
agile softwarre process conntrol. We hav
ve audited the case
studies desccribed in Tabble II, based on our propposed
mine whetherr or not theyy can
auditing model, to determ
provide eviddence of thee implementattion of the audit
yardsticks – see Table III. For all the case
c
studies inn this
paper, the evvidence was gathered usin
ng the inform
mation
system audiit procedure described by
y the Inform
mation
Systems Auudit and Conntrol Associattion (ISACA
A), as
follows:
• Observation of traceabillity processes and the existtence
t
meethod.
of the compoonents of the traceability
• Documentaary audit eviidence, such as results off the
traceability m
method execuution, and reco
ords of the meethod
performance.
m
such as
a written anallyses,
• Representattions of the method,
and descripptions of thhe traceabiliity method and
traceability m
method flowchharts.
The followinng commentss can be maade based onn the
evidence gathhered:
• The tracceability method in Case A implemennts a
meta moodel for agilee process tracceability baseed on
the ISO
O-24744:20077 meta model, which was
designedd based on the UML architecture and
notation. Case B waas also design
ned based onn the
UML arrchitecture andd notation. Bo
oth cases therrefore
provide evidence of inntellectual con
ncept design rrather
than maathematical model
m
design, and similarlyy for
Cases C, D, and E.
• Case B shows parrtial evidence of operattional
principlees, as the traceability apprroach only coovers
the requuirements phaase, and simiilarly for Casse C,
since itt shows suppport for traaceability forr the
requirem
ments, designn, and cod
ding phases. No
evidencee was found that
t
the traceaability approaach is
supporteed in the plaanning, testing
g, validation,, and
verificattion phases.
• For Caase B, theree is partial support forr the
documenntation access audit yaardstick, sincce a
mechaniism was im
mplemented in
i this casee for
accessinng and retriieving the traceability
t
iitems
producedd during the requirements
r
phase, but theere is
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•

•

•

no evidence of right of access mech
hanisms. Thee
same is true for
f Case D.
No evidence was founnd for traceability rolee
identification
n in Case B, an
and the projectt stakeholderss
have the sam
me right to acccess, modify, and retrievee
the traceabilitty items. The same is true for
f Case D.
Little eviden
nce was foundd of support for the auditt
model in Casse E. The appproach presentted in Case E
was implemeented to suppoort traceability
y between thee
coding and teesting phases iin XP.
For Case E, no evidence was found fo
or traceabilityy
item relation
nship identificcation or traceability rolee
identification
n. Nor was eviidence found of
o traceabilityy
documentatio
on, such as tra
raceability log
gs, the historyy
of traceabilitty items, andd the relation
nships amongg
traceability ittems, and so oon. No eviden
nce was foundd
supporting documentation
d
n access or access rightss
either.
TABL
LE III:
EXISTENCE OF EVIDENCE IN THE SELECTED CA
ASE STUDIES
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Auditing is an important process in a software
organization which needs ISO 9001 certification. This
means that the organization must demonstrate with
documented evidence that their processes have been
executed in conformity with ISO 9001 [20, 21]. However,
software
organizations
that
adopt
lightweight
documentation processes such as XP find it a challenge to
demonstrate that they meet ISO 9001 requirements by
providing such documentation.
This paper proposes an auditing model for ISO 9001
traceability requirements for agile software processes, in
particular for XP. This model can help software
organizations in their effort to achieve ISO 9001
certification and help software auditors to extract auditing
evidence that demonstrates the ability of a software
organization to implement the ISO 9001 traceability
requirements. The design methodology for the proposed
auditing model is based on evaluation theory. The model
consists of two major categories of auditing criteria:
engineering criteria and management criteria. Each
auditing criterion consists of several auditing yardsticks,
which focus on the evidence that can be extracted to
demonstrate process conformity to the ISO 9001
traceability requirements. Five different case studies have
been audited based on the proposed model to investigate
whether or not they conform to the ISO 9001 traceability
requirements. The evidence gathered shows at least
partial support for the requirements in each case study,
however no case study has demonstrated full support for
the auditing yardsticks.
This paper has focused solely on designing an auditing
model for the traceability requirements of ISO 9001.
Future work is required to extend this model to include
other ISO 9001 requirements, such as the control of
design and development changes, as well as measurement
analysis and improvement. This would allow the auditing
model to cover all the mandatory ISO 9001 requirements
for both software organizations and software auditors.
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